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I* Historical Outllns

1% was demonstrated in 1019 toy Miss van

X

that

th© complete application of classical Bolt man statistics
to any dynamical system gives- car© magnetic susceptibility,
it is evident that free electrons in a magnetie fi©Id will

doacriba helical orbits with momenta orient ©d in a direction
opposite to ttoat of the applied field,

in order ttoat th©

system too in thermodynamic equilibrium it is necessary to
suppose the ©ristonc© of bounding mils or of restraining
f©roes of some nature.

The a©ro susceptibility can toe

explained ^alitatiyely by supposing thooe few electrons
whose orbits are appreciably influenced by the wall© to
undergo reflections in such a manner as to acquire enormous
moments in th© oppoaite&irectlon* sufficient to camel the
ciias&gnotisa of the far more numerous inner electrons.
In 1930 lanfisu2'showed that* on the basis of th© qpantum
theory* a net diamagnetic result* exclusive of Pauli ©pin
param&gneti mt should b© obtained for a system of electrons
confined in a rectangular toon.

Intuitively* this offset

arises from the fact that the quantised energies of those
©lootrone whoa© orbit a strike the walls are mi sod, hence
fewer such states will be occupied* so that the diamagnetism
of th© inner electrons will not toe completely nullified.
landau*s procedure is ©ocentially as follows:

r

fhe wav© function for a fro© electron in a uniform,
constant magnetic field along tit© as-axis can to© writ-tons
V = £*■(&* + “-*-where cfCyjiB given by?

<£-**) aicH)

Thus the Sshrodlnger equation las become simply the equ&tion
for a system of linear harmonic oscillators centered at
ti €1 H
H ~ jjj
Tim energy eigenvalues ares E - (*°+o.) ~^~c
where E is ttoe energy associated with the x-y motion, o~
the momentum in the x~dl rest ion anti p3 the momentum in the
a-dirootIon,
If the condition now be Imposed that- the electrons
are confined in a rectangular box, the wav© function mat
vanish at the boundaries end mot- toe aero outside,

that

is, an infinite potential barrier is supposed to exist at
the walls,

hot A,B»0, respectively,, to© the x,y,a & intensions

of the box.

From the ■periodicity of the wav© function, the

density of states in the a-disection is obtained:
R,» = ~ Apj
h
Landau writes immediately the uimlagcuo result for the
degeneracy in the x-direetion, tout it is difficult to see
how this expression obtains in view of. the exponential sqr
term In the wav© function.

However, it is possible, toy

choosing a different magnetic vector .potential, namely:
jl^.= -Hy, Ah- A* ■* 0, instead of y,

Ai - |H x,

Ag- Og to obtain the same wav© equation in y tout a wav©
function of the form:

^<t Cl)

)

a© that the density of ©tat©© in the *-dirootion ia:

R«» = 4h

*r

Now it it b® assumed that B is large compared to the
diameters of tli© electron orbits, m that osoenti&Xly
non© of them are affected by the presence of the mil©.
then tli® total range of <r is found from the equation
4

=

fjf •

y ranges

B s© that Acr^tx. -

m zero

Be. H

with the resulting total of two dimensional energy states
(for a given vain© of (n+i) );

R

he

AB

flie simple proportionality to the field is a direst eonooqfuenoe of the assumption of small orbit.©,

Bow if the

above quantity be multiplied by the 2-degensraoy, the
result will be the total number of energy states whose
lias between
and (©+u)te_H
* x/ /*<■ + Jj?M</*<

R - R*» R„ = 1M v *pi3,

,

+

3"

where ¥ i© the relume.

Sine© the above analysis ms carried out for a given value
of (w+i) —ft the partition function must he summed over all
/*«
values of n and p3 .
Formi-Dirae statistics

let f be the partition function for'

wh©r© E„ is the maximum energy eigenvalue at B@m degrees
absolute,

fh© corresponding average magnetio moment per

unit volume is: |\/| - -/iT

Ji.
3 H"
V

■ The resulting susceptibility was fount to be one
third as large as the Pauli spin paramagnetism,, and is
given by:

.It first sight it is surprising that this method did
not yield an enormous diamagnetic susceptibility in view
of the neglect of the boundary electrons, which play m
Important a role in the classical theory.

However it io

5

pointed out by V&n Vleok that Landau* o method of comput¬
ing the .state density effectively introduces a magnetic
fi eld dependence into tbs' summation limit a of the .partit¬
ion function, though the expression for the moment is
derived on the assumption that the partition function
involves H only through the energy E.

Hence if it io

correct to suppose that the boundary electrons males a
negligible contribution to tbs partition function, and
to

its*

derivative with respect to tbs

field,

then

evidently th© extra term in the expression for the result***
ant moment arising fro® the dependence of tbs aumiaation
limits on

the

field must be Just that extra term in

the

following direst formula for S which arises beoauoe of
j

£c) Ean_ F

_

£ F
where F is the energy weight function.
k method of evaluating this summation is due to Teller3
S'

but hao been outlined more simply by Van Vieok, using % .
cylindrical rather than an infinite plan© boundary.

In

cylindrical coordinates,' the wav© equation and energy eigenvalues become;
_ t»a / djf . 1 ^ c* ,
\ +~ t> g H A u> , (€JL£
3%
Zf \ df'
P 5? ( £<?«- I
2ju ic dtf
'
(r — (iso+li^ +- 2k\ +- »^3 H

~~

-

- E)V —

(m+l^v')-4-2n+-i^^3

wher© m is the assimuthal, or magnetic, and n the redial,
quantum number.

I is the two-dimensional energy.

It Xw shorn that m has the olassio&l significance!

Positive values of as correspond to orbit o containing fee
origin, thus* annulling r <(R, are few is number and will
be neglected.

Furthermore* those electron® for which
ho < -

s Hi,

evidently are the so called boundary electrons*- If it fee
supposed that the®# electron® travel around the 'periphery

of the cylinder with frequency u tfees the magnetic moment
lot

'Inv R1-

Me = C

(Timt this boundary creep actually exists was shown fey
B&rwlnt who solved the wave equation assuming a linear
radial restoring force Instead of boundary walls.

The

electrons were .shown to execute a cycloidal precession
about the origin.) Sine© the boundary electronsfo£ energy
Ig * have large aaltmitfeal quantum numbers, the correspendens® principle can fee applied in tfee form!
so that!

Me - -

ho

\r\v -

~-e
ov*\

ffe® equation for the average magnetic moment can new fee
separated into two terms* the first due to the interior

electrons sad the second to those who os o-rMta are inter¬
rupted fey the boundary:
—»
K)me*v.
•— * K)mefy.

rittUtx.

t*U
s

^
Vv\

n —=

nc

r*» h^o

"l'~

-I .
T-

Z.
R<1 ,

^w.

jlw*)/.
mt
y
*-

5 F

Tli© integral in readily evaluated and is independent of the
choice of energy eigenvalue equation for the boundary elec¬
trons.

With the energy as integration variable,

Vm

lower

lit’!it is Just <=* while the .upper limit is that energy for .
which the orbits no longer are interrupted fey the boundary,
namely 1 =■ (gn+ X)/? H ,

The weight function for a complet©-

ly degenerate electron gao, using Fermi etatietios, is
simply the number of possible ^-direction energy states for
o, given two-dimensional energy E:

F = it Jlyu(6.-e)
F

-

O

E? * EE

>

e

»

where l» is the length, ©f the cylinder*
{Sine©, ol&doio&lly, the iieuonta of the boundary elec¬
tron© are equal and opposite to those of the inner electrons
i

,k

Sjp.

to fee expected that they will nearly cancel on the

cjiahtum theory.

That is, the resultant moment will be

extremely email compared to that of either group alone*
For this reason it is inadequate to replace the sumnsation
over a with an integral, and it is.necessary to use the
more accurate approximation formula, (also used by landau)

fh© resulting susceptibility is the s&m® as that ob¬
tained by Landau,

Although complete degeneracy has been

assumed here for the propose of illustration, fallen
treated the nor® general case*
An essential feature of the analyses by Landau and
feller is the assumption that, the boundary electron® are
very few in number compared to the inner electrons,

fhis

assumption obviously cannot be valid in an extremely weak
magnetic field.

Fan Fleck remarks that little is known

concerning the behaviour of an electron gas for which the
orbital radii are larger than the radius of the cylinder,
but that the concept of spectroscopic stability suggests

that the earn© ©usoeptibility would he obtained as for the
e&o® juot treated.

It is the obiect of this paper to con¬

sider the we&k-field expression for the magnet ie euGoeptibility.

two Riot bod a of obtaining the energy eigenvalue

equation will be shorn.

The first involves the magi00t

of the H1t QYtA in tli® Sobrodinger equation for an electron,
in a uniform magnetie field, constrained to stay within a
cylindrical vessel.

TMo approximation then lead© to

Beooel*a equation, the root© of which are approximated toy
an asymptotic expansion developed by Mar shall, treated toy
Wetson!

The second method employs the 1KB approximation

to the solution of the Sohrodinger ©<patioft,

It is shown

that under certain conditions the method© are in agreement.
When Feral-Birao statistics at mm degrees absolute is
applied, a large parassig&eti©® results

II. The eM Approxinmtion.

The wave equation for a free electyon, of total energy
Eg la a constant^uniform magnetic field along the s-axis in

^ 2"a J Lty ■*c d<p j

V r

Requiring that the electron he confined in a cylinder of
radius E, length L,

mot vanish at the boundaries.

Evi¬

dently the solution mm take the fora?
V = siv(^) e*Pa<9 (Rcr)

1% ^

p - O , 1, 2,

L

Pi - hn t>

^ - O, ± l , ±

where p^ io the momentum in the s-ciirection and pt the
angular momentum about th© axis,

p' io th© axial and m

the magnetic quantum number.
The one-dimansional mu equation to b© solved is:
1

ctp

where

4- 7T

4 l~yiEx +

P L
p a*

E*

- S - —l ,
3**

tr'

He __ H1~eVv _

1re

(£ - o

C' 1

the two-dimensional energy.

In order to neglect the term containing Hr , compared
to the linear term in H, it io required that:

I

tt£x << 131 X/o

Both ooM.itions are fulfilled if

error will too so groat as ton percent only for the few low¬

er values of a.,

(The ease for which a - 0 mast too treated

separately,)

Neglecting the squared term, then* the radial equation
becomes Bessel * a squat ion s

Since the wave function must remain finite at the origin,
and must vanish at f> -R
wh ev-« Jvw KR) =■ o

the solution iot
.

Let <C toe the a+ifc root of

•Tu.O) ~ o then

(cr)

b

Watooa gives the following asymptotic fomuls £o* the large
aiie# of <r^

cr£ - (v |vw|-u.) iir - lb?.?:- L
- (l^x- i) (2gn*\3_^
^ir(2*4M-i)
4g -n-3 (2(o + )vv,\ -X}3
ffc© mti© of the second term to th© first is largest for

m > > a, where it las the value 0.20. The ratio of the
third, to the first never becomes larger than 0.05.
Retaining only the. first tmm. of the above ©jspanoioii,

the energy eigenvalues are:
H, - i-Jl" (2*-v 1-1 - -u)* - k»o/3 H

m$ the radial quantum number,

0,1,2,3, - - -

lots that the weight function only will be involved in
tbs approximation to o-E, not the magnetic moment.

In rectangular Cartesian coordinates, a constant
energy surfsee in ©omentum space is & sphere, as is well
known,

It will be of interest t© draw the ©orr©spending

surface for the ©as© oonsidered, and to compute the number ■
•of energy states lens than a given total energy; which will
be ©imply the volume enclosed by the energy surface,

provided a large number of states fa involvsd*
legiecting the magnetic field, the equation for th©

energy surface' E iss

for a constant value of p, m Io & linear function of n
and io symmetric in the n,p plane.

For a constant n, the

m,p curve io a'sapient of an ellipse, and is aloe oymiaotrio
in the n»p plane*

The n*p curve is similarly a segment of

an ellipse, for n > G.

The integration can be moot easily

carried out by solving.-for the number of p states asooeiat©<t with a given mime of ® and n.

(See figure on next page)
let D, be the total number of states- for which the energy
is less than !#, then the result of the integration is*:

D, = V
3v%

( &)’A - <»4/r v

W

' TS~

5 1

' ~ 011.0 V [■*& "

~

' ^

h-»

The surface

E - f (K'\.

p^

E - B0

d\- *LJL
?/*fC

mvS ? in th« -mlnm® -©£ fit® eyiind&r,

Bet milling mew the first two tense of the moyiaptotio
foraiaXa for the Bern©el toots.* the total mmgf b®oommt
E

^ - 4^

T+£±'-»*H

2^L

fey whieh the cotyeepo&dimg density of otateia iss

D,

'a?

A Qcmwml&nt mmpmimn in afforded fey the amsiogeu©
eta-t© tlemeitf for sleeirone eomfi»eii im a reot«migu,X&2r boxt

DR

^

?

f-rr('T#'),/V

- n-i v(^),A

Simas thin letter expresoi©!!, is eo^puted rigonrouely*

fit® difference between the above iw© forimilss premi@afeiy
indicate© the eagnltu&e of error aria.;mg frowi Um apmroxisaitfem to or^ *

fhai la, the; density of energy at&tea

should mot depend to a, significant extent upon the shape

of the oomtaimer*. provided a Inrge number of atstea are
included therein

In the preceding equations for Rt m& B* , terms

la

£6

& and lower powers have been neglected.

For ordinary

electron densities, till© neglect is easily mlM If E>10 «i.
It will bo of interest to compute tie corresponding
state density for a system of electrons non® of whose
classical orbits strike the boundary.

As shown in the

outline of fan fleck* o treatmentf the- total number of
states less than I0 let

where the oummation mm m has been performed.
there results:

Integrating,

/K=

^/t/zE^sr VE

= P-dlr

K

■7*

/*'

which, if

is neglected compared to ¥,<> ( a, similar

■approximation haying, been made in computing B, and IK ) ^

to see®@0 | not D ^ .
Thus far so mention has been mode of the implication
X

-g

of the assumption that HR -e 10

with regard to the fraction

of the electronic orbits which strike the boundary.

The

oenditioxia under which even these ©lestrone of lowest
energy ere boundary electron® sen easily he found fro®
the olasaio&X expression for the orbital radius?

and fro® the energy- eigenvalue corresponding to the
state m= n=i| ps©«

thus the eon&ltion for which the radius of the cylinder
is leas than the orbital radius is:
yp"

<

(t*)* U^)" ~
/

y <

_ / v*
££"

_

/ip» e/t
^ JJ . ~

C.3 if X /O

(HR1-)'--

- iv

*.y

"

t.s7 >ry<s> -r

4X/0 6,S"7X/O

/^l/f

//
/vf V

which i® essentially the same condition for which the
neglect of the H term in the Sohro&inger equation is
justified.

-9

HI. Tli® 1KB Method

The energy aharact ext otic states can he determined
also by using an approximate method of eolation of the
wav© elation in one dimension e&monly galled the WEB
(Wentnsi, Kramers, BrilXouln) method.
If, in the radial wave equation, s'* is substituted

for

t

then the term containing the first derivative

vanishes and the aquation becomes:

cv.v'vjV~
0CO=

a?

£

2-7r^

= °

-7.6x/06ff

of substitution. wan suggested by hanger).
Since the variable now ranges fro® - •=« to **=> the usual
B approximation can be applied:
9tv

/V

os.'-e^]^ ^ /fir- ^=^Hfi
*'
/}
^
where x, and x* or ^ andy* are the turning' points.

For

an orbit which does not strike the.boundary, these limits
can be obtained simply by equating the kinetic energy to
aero, giving: x /r/>
= -£•
/Os2^

'/■>
2*x,7 />'-

Th© result of the Integration is:

agreeing exactly with the rigorous harmonic oscillator
solution given toy■ Landau,
If, however, the electron orbit- is interrupted toy
the cylinder mil, then the integral evidently is to toe
evaluated between the limits^ and B.

The resulting

relation ship between the ch&r&oteristic states and the
field is:
- A&»/fLx ‘)
2

S =oc/?x =-

l

S'cc w

CKD

Differentiating, ad solving explicitly for the moment t
A.

i '/v ^

*/£ a
^ /4^

£*//} 'S^\ AO
7 I
/'W

-

1XM'

^ XT' >*,^ > f

A^-4s' J J

Expanding la powers of B, about the point H - 0, these two
equations become, respectively:
/***/

— 2 //}* >
/T7/3

{ A* / *”
*
S~fo

=
—

-n v

Ao
.

where terms in H and higher powers have bean neglected.
Since the linear ter© does not appear in

dc

, the quadratic

should not appear in 1.
To estiaate tfee magnitude of 10 , the value of I
found in part XI is meed to obtain:
and for A* > > 0, the energy equation reduce© tot
J=r^

-

--

yr

.'*'

<£*«<%'■

— m/3//
‘

in almost exact agree©ent with the Bessel equation method,
as is to be expeoted*
The 1IB method is advantageous in that the rigorous
energy and magnetic) moment expressions are derived*

from

these equations it my be possible to obtain an approx¬
imation in which the H^ter® is retained.

Simplifloation

of the resulting equation may then present somewhat of a
problem.

The Bessel method is convenient to use for further

approximation in that tm terms of the o£, expansion mn be
retained; however the neglect of the s’"term is inherent*

I¥, Application to a Beganerato Electron Oao

With the mlu & of the mom mi for each quantum state,

and the total number of states, the average moment can
immediately be calculated.

It will be assumed that the

electron gas in question is completely degenerate! that io,
each charset-eristic state whose energy is'less than Eo
is occupied by two electrons, and no states of greater
energy are occupied,

the weight function F can then be

written in terms of the two dimensional degeneracy, that
is, the number of possible axial quantum states associated
with each pair of orbital and radial quantum states,
01 z

- y?

V*g; - gy /£T ^_<±E~.
^

^

The critical energy- E0 depends only upon the electron
density, and has the value (obtained from B* } 9,8 % IQ ergo
for an electron density of 6,6 x 10* ora“J (corresponding to
that for lead with two free electrons per atom),
The average moment per state isi
/*>■/*».

J/V

J/t

^
tic

r

—

If ~if/W^-E'-

/a? /**.
O

S*l,

22.
rj

Jft

*"

*l»

~ CY /*,/+, J'-- £
J7

<y ^ ^Va _ /• i~ v y/j"
cjZor/?3- /?

_ _ /^7t

v

.

-v

C L-yf & - ($// - tf’/X/°

/V «’<-$/

Si no a the maximum value of Sl Is L the summation
Halts f©^ m ere obtained by solving:
/Eo — cy (2*7 - t^n, -f. ,) 1 - />7, i. V*?7/ <r <£>
j£<. - Of (2*7 T'9*'-'* 0^ — £> /*}*>*
*”'

^ -/£

=

*-

+- zo
-—-' + v ■+-

^ r 7w'

—

»

f2+> + sJ b

^

If /m,/ do so not differ from jmjby oo am eh as 1, the
©owjsutaticm will be somewhat simplified, . The quantity
s,t ii will be great eat for
Soting also that

^•JSXM****

sad condition

that HB1^ iO^inoureo adequstsly that m,+ and
furthermore that it can be simplified tor
/77„ * /jp~ —

« ->*»,

the moment can now be written:
A

^ f

^
~ /^T: fr*t++f+i) Vr - A. ^ j
^
- *

It is easily seen from the form of the weight function
that, due to the magnetic field, there are more states for
which m > 0 than for which a < 0.

Furthermore since the

23

energy of the form©? 1© lowered by the field, the &y&tm
1 © pm,mmgn©tie*
For moot states* the quantity »b io ?©ry mml%, but
for m -=-m „ it way bo the dominating tern under the radical*
The rati© of mb to S0— (Bn+-m-vl}°<
U

z.

approximately 3 x 10 HI —0.03»

for m —

1 is

Hons® for all Ktswv-l*

the linger term only in the. expansion of II in powers of .
thin ratio will be retained.
^ J?

/- /??*

V^~"

Sine© each term io positive* guid since tio is large* both
sumimtlczm my be replaced by integrals, giving, finally;
^ - £=■[£&&'*+*■£(&*'** #h#/’A/
f-g-f'* < < (#;Vx

* ±/*-*y
.:

Of
t?/7 ~~ ' O'
-

- z*~#r-L. ^ AT-/V )!'•<] .
2

<7

s /fStf ( /=>/ J 2

J-/Z/s')Vr

S~'p/s Of-J '/^f3

The term proportional to H^arises fro® the &■=»«, states,
3

If

-lx

HR — Io

, this term is appreciable.

Hence, subject to the conditions that HR^10

*

end

Re-10-V\, the volume susceptibility is;

_K. -? *L vjf ^

r, ^ <?&-#; /JFZT /—t— \ y

!/ 3/r^^ /

/^2^f3e

j

If, In addition, HR*? 10 ,
—

/ 2 7 Xe+yto

The cam© result ©Mains if the Bessel energy equation is
used instead of that derived from tins fUB method.
It should he pointsd out that, since the quantum
numbero can take ©» only integral values, the te»

f&ot may possibly dominate the mb tana* ' In this ease
tii© extra term appearing: due to the m0 states would not
be present at all.

It is included in the susceptibility

only to indicate its* ataxiaum possible effect.
fbe greatest source for error is introduced in the
retention of only the* first ter® in the Bessel root
expansion.

For this reason the analysis would be more

satisfactory if the first two terse were uoedU

Sine© o-£

occurs to the second power in the energy state equation,
the square of the second ter® will be neglected (ao was
done in the determination of B* ),
= ^(2*7 7-/**/ --i:) JZZ

X

"
4/7 (2*1? 7**r/ -.1)

GO

that

JEZ~ X

.la this case alee BE-10

^^

' • ‘/7 *=-2*9 '—^L
' - *' ;

is adequate to failure that'

*.l • - *

the upper and lower masiaation limits for m do not differ

in absolute value by so much as an integer.
A?x =- -

Again* for m=ia—1, mb is very small, and the radical©
will be emended*
nored,

fhe extra term for a^ritk> will be ig¬

Moreover, in the first oaoe considered, the use

of 00-I last sad of m0 in the integration limits served
only to introduce termo in(|*/ which were negligible.
In effect, then, the summation was replaced by an integral
throughout the entire range of a, using the expansion
of the square root.

Although the term for ia=-ia« possibly

could beoome extremely large, its* contribution to the
i

integral is negligible.

Hens® the moment tabes the for©:

The following integrals will fe® found useful;

The remit is:

A/=-£sJL.

lS

r

p- P* wm)7(*&'

/'yC* cT" y

approximately throe tisee as great as in the preceding

a&oe*

. For a very small cylinder £ B ^ 10

7

) it is possible

to add mA average the moment a numerically, without re¬
course to integration.

The magnitude of the above form¬

ula was verified in this manner.

It is surprisingly large

in view of the fact that experimental metallic ousoepti—u

billties are on the order of 10 &m in the ordinary ease
of strong fields.

The above proportionality to the square

of the radius is reasonable if the Bohr picture of orbital

.election® traveling about the periphery of the cylinder io

adopted.

Their moment would then of oouroe be proportional

X

to R

It is of importance to note that the differ ease of
weight functions for the »<9 and the m >0 - states mot be
integral, tm& should be fairly largo*
implies that

>

This condition
/

/#'*

/3 Z J>

c

*”-

Thus Ii should b© on the order of JO orn. or more in order
that the procedure be valid*

Sines- the susceptibility obtained depends entirely
on the fast that the weight function io different for the
-in then for the -f is states, the paramagnetic effect should
not appear for sufficiently short cylinders,

A topic of

interest for further research, along this line io indicated
in the investigation of the susceptibility for smaller,
values of hi in particular a spherical boundary may bo
treated.

Also sine© complete degeneracy of the electron

gas has been assumed in thie case* it would be desirable
to lnveotlgste th© possible influence of temperature*

This work has bean parried out under the direction
of President Houston, t© whoa I should like to express
my deepest gratitude for bis many profitable suggestions
and, invaluable tutoring*

♦

*

*>
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